Keynote Presentation

What Do Clients Say?
“Jennifer does a wonderful job by working to understand her
audience. She gets terrific reviews on the quality of her
message and style of delivery.”

Quiet Influence:
The New Wave of Leadership

Suzanne Richards, Vice-President, Freddie Mac

“Jennifer did a fantastic job….she thrilled our attendees
by being available and approachable throughout the
entire event.”
Dan Duckering, Founding Partner of DEXIO

“You WOWED the audience and provided benefits that
extend beyond the time spent together.”
Ed Reilly, President and Chief Executive Officer
American Management Association

“Her approach is light-hearted and engaging but provides
for an in-depth understanding of the topic. I received
numerous compliments from the attendees, including our
Director, on her presentation and message. We were
very glad she could fit us into her schedule.”
Sheryl Bruff, HR Branch Chief,
Space Telescope Science Institute, NASA

“Jennifer is a brilliant speaker on helping people with an
introverted preference to excel as leaders.”
DeAnn Malone, Manager, Renewable Energy Group

Did you know that introverts have the most
influence when they stop acting like extroverts
and rely on their natural strengths? Learn how to
implement the Quiet Influence Process and make
the most of six natural strengths. Gain tangible
tools to help you take quiet time and be a more
engaged listener. Both introverts and extroverts
will learn practical strategies for making the
difference they were intended to make.
Learn:
 Why now is the time for introverts
 How to influence and lead as an introvert
 What results you can achieve
 What practical actions you can apply today!

Jennifer B. Kahnweiler, Ph.D., Certified Speaking Professional, is a global speaker and bestselling author
known as the “Champion of Introverts.” Her books include The Genius of Opposites, Quiet Influence and The
Introverted Leader, and have been translated into 15 languages. Jennifer has worked with hundreds of
organizations including GE, NASA and the US Embassy in Vietnam. She is a member of the American
Management Association and has been featured in Forbes, Time, and The Wall Street Journal.
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